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In two preceding notes under the same title (Proc. Koninkl. Nederl. 
Akad. Wetensch., vol. 22, (1960), pp. 145-159, 160-169) which we shall 
refer to below as (I) and (II), we have outlined the derivation of a general 
class of a priori estimates in LP and in Holder norm for solutions of the 
general class of regularly elliptic boundary value problems. The starting 
point of this derivation is Theorem 6 giving an integral representation 
for solutions of model boundary value problems on a half-space for a 
homogeneous elliptic operator with constant coefficients with homo-
geneous boundary operators with constant coefficients. It has been pointed 
out to the writer by S. AGMON that there are inaccuracies in the statement 
and proof of Theorem 6 as given. It is the purpose of the present note 
to indicate briefly the correction of these inaccuracies. A more detailed 
account of the derivation and application of the integral representation 
is given in a forthcoming paper of the writer ("Functional analysis and 
partial differential equations, III", to appear). We remark that integral 
representations for solutions of the model boundary value problems using 
the superposition of plane waves have been obtained by Ya. B. LoPATINSKI 
(Ukranian Mat. Jour., vol. 5, (1953), pp. 123-151) and more recently by 
AGMON, DouGLIS, and NIRENBERG (Gomm. Pure App. Math., vol. 12, 
( 1959), pp. 623-727). 
The situation with which we are concerned is the following: Let m and n 
be positive integers. We are given a homogeneous linear elliptic dif-
ferential operator A of order 2m with constant coefficients on En, 
A= """ aD"' £.., "' ' ltxl~2m 
as well as a family {B1, ... , Bm} of homogeneous partial differential 
operators with constant coefficients such that order (Bk) = rk <2m for 
every k. We write the Bk as usual in the form 
Bk = ~ bk,f3DfJ, 
1/31 ~rk 
and form the characteristic polynomials a(C) and bk(C) of the differential 
405 
operators A and Bk. We assume that the boundary value problem 
(A; B1, ... , Bm) is regular on the halfspace E:t = {x: X1 > 0} with boundary 
En-1={x: x1 =0}, i.e. that: 
(l) If we let ~=(~z, ... , ~k), and set a(A, ~)=a(C) for C=(A, ~2, ... , ~k), 
then for each real ~ with 1~1 =1= 0, the polynomial a( A, .n in the single complex 
variable A has exactly m roots (counting multiplicities) in the upper A half-
plane. 
(2) Let Co' be a oriented rectifiable Jordan curve ·in the upper A half-
plane containing all the roots A in that half-plane of the polynomial a()., ~) 
for every ~ with 1~1 = l. Then we require that the matrix {Pi,k(~)} defined by 
Pi,k(~)= I J.i-1bk(A, ~)[a(A, ~)]-1dA, l ,;;;;,j, k,;;;;,m, 
C,' 
should be non-singular for each ~ with 1~1 = l. 
Under these hypotheses, we consider a solution u(x) defined on E";. of 
the boundary-value problem 
(l) { Au=f,xsE+, 
Bku=gk, x B En-I, l <k<m 
where the function u is assumed to lie in Oo;"(E+ U En-1 ), i.e. 'U is the 
restriction toE+ of a function in O~(En), f also lies in O~(E+ U En-1), 
aud each gk lies in O~(En-1 ). We seek an integral representation for u in 
terms of the data f and {gk}. 
To obtain such a representation, we proceed as in (II) and take the 
Fourier transform of all the functions involved with respect to the last 
(n-l) variables .1:= (x2, ... , Xn), i.e. we define 
U(x1, ~) = I e-i<~.<> u(x1, X:) d.X:, 
En-1 
F(x1, ~) = I e-i<;,b f(xl, x) dx, 
En-1 
Gk(;) = I e-i<~.;> gk(x) dx. 
En-1 
The boundary-value problem (l) for u becomes an initial value problem 
for an ordinary differential equation for U as a function of x1, with ~ 
figuring in the equation and the initial conditions only as a parameter. 
Indeed, if we set D=ojox1, we obtain 
(2) 
for all ~ in Rn-1. 
( 
[a( -iD, ~)U](XI, n = F(xl, n X1 > 0, 
[bk(-1:D, ~)U](O, ~)=Gj(~), l,;;;;,k,;;;;,rn, 
U(x1, ~)=0, for x1:>co 
Under the assumptions (l) and (2) on the regularity of the boundary-
value problem (A; Bk) on E+, the solution of the initial value problem 
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for the ordinary differential equation given by the equations (2) above 
is uniquely determined for every ~ in Rn-1 and may easily be written in 
an explicit formula. To derive such a formula, we let C be a rectifiable 
Jordan curve in the A plane containing all the roots of the polynomials 
a( -iA, ~) for 1~1 = 1 in its interior, Co a corresponding curve in the left A 
half-plane containing all the roots of a(- (A, ~) = 0 in that half-plane in 
its interior for 1~1 = 1, and set: 
Co,;= I~ICo= {J.(t)= I~IAo(t)}, where {Au(t)} is a parametric representation 
for Co, 
Cr;=I~IC, 
h(s, ~)= I e-'•[a( -i},, ~)]-1 dA, 
Ct; 
ho(8, n= I t-'•[a( -il, ~)]-1 dJ,, 
Co.; 
for all real8 and~ oF 0. By condition (2) for the regularity of the boundary-
value problem (A; Bk), it follows, since we may take Co to be iC0', that 
the matrix 
P;.k(n= I A.1-1bk( -iA, ~)[a( -i.A., ~)]-1 d.A. 
ao.t; 
is non-singular for non-null ~. We set PJ,k(;) to be the elements of the 
transpose of the inverse of (p'J,k(~)) for ~oFO. 
In terms of the various entities just defined, the solution U(x1, ~) of 
the initial value problem (2) may be written in the form: 
m _, 
( 
U(x1, ~) = (H1 * F)(x~, ~) + L PJ,k(~)[Gk(~)-
(3) -bk( -iD, ~)~~:~)(0, ~)]· I e-'"'tA1-1 [a( -iA, ~)]-1 dA, 
Co.< 
where (H 1 * F)(x1, ~) is defined as the convolution in x1 of F(x~, ~) with 
the function H1 given by 
(4) H1(8, ~)= { h(8, ~)-ho(8, ~), 8;>0, 
-ho(8, n 8<;0, 
i.e. 
+oo 
(H1 * F)(x~, ~) = I H1(x1 --8, ~)F(8, ~) d8, (F(8, ~) = 0 for 8 < 0). 
-00 
Having completed the solution of (2) by the method of Cauchy, it now 
remains to obtain an integral representation in the original variables by 
taking the inverse Fourier transform in the (n--1) variables (~2 , ... , ~n). 
The difficulty involved in carrying through this latter step (which is 
explicitly considered in the second part of (II), but just as explicitly 
ignored in the first part) is that for 2m;>n the various functions involved 
in formula (3) such as H1(x1, ~)as well as the terms in the sum on the right 
need not be summable at the origin in the space Rn-1 of the ~-variable. 
This difficulty may be overcome in various ways, the simplest of which 
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is to derive a representation formula first for the (2m- l) - st order 
derivatives of the function u. Indeed for the application to the a priori 
estimates which is the primary purpose of the integral representation, 
such an integral representation for the derivatives suffices completely. 
On the other hand, the integral representation for u may be derived as a 
consequence of the representation for the derivatives of u. 
If g is a summable function on Rn-1, let Tg denote the inverse (n-1) 
dimensional Fourier transform of g, i.e. 
(Tg)(~) = (2n)-<n-1) I ei<~.bg(~) d~, ~ s En-1, 
Rn-I 
LetT denote as well the inverse Fourier transform defined for the tempered 
distributions on Rn-1 in the sense of Laurent Schwartz. If we apply T 
to both sides of equation (3) above for x1 fixed, we cannot apply T to the 
separate summands on the right without using some notion of "regular-
ization" of these terms in the sense of Gelfand-Silov. If we replace U, 
however, by the Fourier transform of IJ'"D18u, i.e. by ~"'(D18 U)(x1, ;), the 
terms in the formula corresponding to formula (3) will all be tempered 
distributions (indeed locally summable functions going to zero at infinity) 
and the argument given in II proceeds without any hitch. Indeed, we 
need only to remark that the function H1(s, ;) satisfies the inequality 
1H1(s, ;)I .;;;k0j;!1-2m e-clel 
for some positive constants k0 and c and ails E Rl, ; E Rn-1, while similarly 
the terms 
S;,k(X1, ;) =P;,k(;) I A,J-1 e""1[a( -iA., ;)]-1 d}. 
0 o.e 
satisfy an inequality of the form 
IS;,k(X1, ;) I < kol;l-rk e-cxl, (x1 > 0). 
Let I<XI + s= 2m-l. Differentiating equation (3) and multiplying by 
;"', we obtain: 
Letting H 1·"'·" and Bi,k,IX,s be the terms in (5) which are analogous to H 1 
and S;,k, respectively, in (3), i.e. 
Hl,IX,S(s, n = ~"'(D18H1)(s, ;), 
Si,k,e<,s(x1, ;)=;"'P;,k(~) I ( -i)sA_s+J-lE/"l[a( -iA., ;)J-1 dA. 
we find that 
IH1,cx,s(s, ;)I <koe-clels 
ISiJc,x,s(xb ;)I< kol;12m-1-rk e-cx11;1 
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for all s and all x1 > 0. On the other hand, we know also that 
It follows from these inequalities that we may apply the inverse (n-1)-
dimensional Fourier transform T to all the terms on the right of equation 
( 5). If we do so, we obtain: 
{ 
(IY"D1 8u)(x1, x)n= (Ka..*f)(x1, x) + i.~1 (Ri.k,cr.,.*gk)(x1, x)-
(6) 
- ~ T[Si.k.cr..s(xv) (bk(-iD, ~)H1*F)(O,·)](x), 
i.k-1 
where the first convolution is taken over E+., the second over En-1, and 
the kernels are given by 
Kcr.,s(X1, ·) =T[Hl,cr.,s(Xl, • )], 
Ri,k,cr.,s(x1, · )=T[Si.k,cr.,8 (X1, · )]. 
To obtain an integral representation for the terms of the last sum in 
equation (6), i.e. for 
(7) 
we fix x1 > 0 and consider the expression within the square brackets as 
the product of terms 
with po= 2m-1-r,c. 
The two inverse Fourier transforms 
and 
are both defined as Fourier transforms of tempered distributions. The 
first is a homogeneous function S(x) of degree (1-n) of the n-variable 
x= (xb x). The second is a convolution over E"f- of the form (K*f)(x1, x), 
where N(x) is a homogeneous function of the n-variable X= (x1, x) of 
degree (1-n). The expression inside the brackets in (7) being the product 
of the Fourier transforms of S(x1, x) and (K*f)(O, x) as functions of x, 
its inverse Fourier transform (7) will be the convolution of S(x1 , x) and 
(K*f)(O, x) on En-1 provided that both functions lie in L 2• The last is the 
case, however, since f having compact support, we know that 
i(K*f)(O, x)l <kolxw-nt 
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for I~Jlarge and that as a function of~, S(x~, ~) is uniformly bounded and 
is of order I~Jl-n for 1~1 large. 
Hence 
(8) { T[S;.k.o; .• (x1, ~)(bk( -iD, ~)H1* F)(o,AnJ ~x1, ~):= A I S(x1, ~- y)(K · f)(O, y) dy. 
En-1 
Summarizing, we have 
Theorem 6': Under the regularity conditions (1) and (2) on the elliptic 
boundary value problem (A; Bk), for each a and s with JaJ+s=2m-1, 
there exist kernels K"'·" (x), R;.k,«,s (x), R';,k,«,s (x), and Kk'(x), homogeneous 
of degrees (1-n), (1-n+rk- (2m -1)), (1-n), and (1- n), respectively, 
and infinitely differentiable on the unit sphere, such that if u lies in 
O~(E!j.. u En-1), with Au= f in E!j.., Bku=gk on En-1, l <,h;;;.m, then 
(D"'D18u)(x~, ~)= I K"' .• (x-y)f(y) dy+ 
E!j_ 
n 
+ 2 I Ri,k,o;,s(Xt, ~-y)gk(Y) dy+ 
i.k~1 ~-1 
n 
+ L I R;,k,o;,s(X1, ~-y) 
i.k~1 En-1 
{ I K' k(- s, g- z)f(s, z)ds dz} dy. 
En 
+ 
From Theorem 6', we may derive the related representation for u 
itself, which is the corrected form of Theorem 6. 
Theorem 6. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 6', there exist kernels 
K(x), R 1,k(x), R't,k(x), and Kk(x), (where each of these kernels is homo-
geneous of degree (2m-n), (1-n+rk), (2m-n), or (2m-n), respectively, 
provided these latter degrees are negative, or otherwise of the form 
P(x)ln(Jxl) + h(x), 
where h(x) is homogeneous of the appropriate degree and P(x) is a homo-
geneous polynomial of that degree), such that if Au= f on En Btu=gk on 
En-l for l <,k<,m, then 
n 
u(x) =u(x~, ~) = I K(x-y)f(y) dy+ 2 B+ i.k~1 
n 
I Rt,k(Xt, ~-y)gk(y)dy+ 2 I R't,k(Xt, ~-y) 
En-1 i.k~1 En-1 
{ I K"( -s, y- z)f(s, z)ds dz} dy. 
E+ 
27 Series A 
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Let us remark finally that in the statement of Lemma 5 of (I) the 
formula for D1v must obviously be 
CJf(xH- lim f (DJL)(x-y)f(y)dy. 
t-+0 1-vl:?• 
The proof is the same as before, with the correction that line 4 of page 
159 should read "Since the last term is c1({J(y) + O(e) for a constant c1 andy 
in Nt ... ". 
